PRINCETON FIVE LEADS INTERCOLLEGIATE LEAGUE

Pennsylvania and Dartmouth on Dead-Heads for Second Princeton White Other Teams Trail

COLUMBIA MAY loose TITLE

PLAYING championship basketball that,
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...the choice of disfranchising even those who have not been allowed to show up in the presidium. The advantage of such a location is made even clearer by the record of student cheering, admittedly a considerable factor in the outcome of any given game. Thus, in the case of the associations win-ning and at the same time, it is true, if the Big and Blue are defeated, that is less; and the element of the student is re-enforced during this period, because for us, and not the audience. As a matter of fact, the feeling of the Student that the Big Blue are defeated by the Student Union, at least to some extent, is an. In this sense, the Student Union is able to take advantage of the opportunity to study under this famous University, the Student is much in the same sense as the 2000-page book. But we are not by any means the only people, with the same enthusiasm and zeal. The second thing which we should make it a point to study with him. He who

LIKE INTO A STORM
And bear the load of the dreaded mid-terms without the aid of the Student Union. The Student Union is a new development of the University, and has been established in contemplation of its importance to the University and its faculty experience. But after all, the vitality of being "tamed" is not to be denied at the expense of acquiring a solid foundation of exposition. The individual will also be able to analyze the attendant worried and dead, two of the great enemies of clear thinking. There are but few possible possibilities—passing or flunking. The former is an indication of satisfactory performance, the latter having an unnecessarily a prophecy of future success. The latter has been a warning that a thorough and complete reinstatement of the Form and reorganization of the college program is not only advisable, but essential if it is not to become a liability.

The final two ingredients can be found at Perry & Co.—be they sweet or bitter. The other two, however, can be obtained at any drug store.

PERRY & CO., N.B.T.
16th & Chestnut

UNIVERSITY MEN'S DEPARTMENT
WHERE TO GO IN PHILADELPHIA

THE BEST THEATRES, MOVIES, PLACES TO DINE AND DANCE

B. F. KEITH'S
CHESTNUT ST. BELOW TWELFTH
ALL-STAR COMEDY SHOW:

Exclusive Engagement
Famous Radio and Records Star:
JACK SMITH
"THE WHISPERING BARITONE"
In Selections from His Popular Broadcasts

Gene "Ginny" Perterson
BALLET CAPRICE
Dance Modes with Song Highlights

Nancy S. CLIFFORD and MARION-Marie
In a Laugh Riot, "JUST DUMB"

SHADOWGRAPH
Famous Ziegfeld Follies Laugh Creator

Broadway's New Feature Show
and
VALERIE BERGERS and COMPANY
in "CHINESE COMPENSATION"

Two Shows Daily—2 & 8 P. M
Afternoon Matinee: Both Shows

A Henhouse 9:00

Phones: Yellow Cab

Two Shows Dally—2 & 8 P. M

Prices: Matinees: Entire Orchestra Sts.; Balcony 36c; no tax

Ma Murray in the star of "Valencia," said to be her best production, which will be seen on the screen the week of January 28th at the Stanley Theatre. (billy Burness) is the director and in support are Lloyd Hughes. Roy Rogers. Ma Murray. Michael Vieroff and Michael Vieroff are in the company. The program has a further important interest in the appearance of Gus Edwards and his group of youngsters of the 100 galleries in the Stanley Theatre. This evening was a tremendous hit last summer at Atlantic City, and will have a special interest in that Edwards will make his farewell personal appearance here during the engagement. He is famed for the many songs and as a proponent of musical comedy entertainments not only for vaudeville, but also for the legitimate stage. Among his favorite songs may be mentioned "School Days" and "Rambunctious Boy.

Ma Murray as seen in a circus crew in "Valencia," is she given opportunity to do some emotional acting and in the course of the presentation, appears in fourteen different gowns. The production is elaborate, and there are some unusual scenes, including a fire in a Spanish court yard. It is a vital reproduction of Spain, in which great pantomime and hundreds of people of all the spectacular effects. Ma Murray of course, is given opportunity to display her Stanley skill, but her principal work is doing emotional lines of acting.

B. F. KEITH'S THEATRE

Hotel Pennsylvania Dining
Every Saturday Evening
(Stall Ballroom)

Hotel Pennsylvania's Most Popular Dancing Rendezvous featuring the Irreplaceable College Ramblers

PRIVATE STUDIO (Second Floor)

Lessons 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily
Class Dancing—Monday Wednesday and Friday
Competent Instructresses to assist you

Rates 10% Lower Than Other Companies

One Reason Why You Should Give Preference To a Yellow Cab

Yellow Cab 3200
**Home Movies**

"See -- AL"

Coffee--Hot Chocolate--Sandwiches

---

**Broadway Confectionary**

Opposite Demaratian Hall

Milk Shakes--Candies--Lunches

**All Your Wants Supplied by**

**SPAYD'S**

Second Hand Furniture Store

218 N. 8th Street

Including Tables, Typewriters, Displaying Machines, Chairs, Tables, Bookcases, Office Stenographer and Supplies

No matter what you want, you will find it here.

---

**ICE CREAM**

Sold at THE HOUSTON HALL

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria

3441 Walnut Street

Luncheon 11:00 to 3:

**No use handling any pipe with gloves on!**

**GRANGER ROUGH CUT**

Now keeping a pipe at peace is partly the secret of such a tobacco lies in the way it's mellowed and the way it's cut. That's the secret of Granger Rough Cut. No tobacco was ever mellowed in quite the same way. No tobacco was ever so sure to sweeten a pipe and keep it sweet.

Being rough cut, too, it burns slow and smokes smooth and cool. Smoke it all day long, it's so mild and mellow. Every smoke a peace-pipe smoke.

**GRANGER ROUGH CUT**

The half pound Vanilla, English, Red and Blue—All new board members. Proud by Hoffman at 1 P.M. to open the meet to be held at the Houston Hall Music Room. Alexander and Rayburn please report at 12:30 P.M.

---

**COMMITTEE APPROVES COUNCIL'S FINANCIAL PLAN**

(Continued from Page One)

versely be and they are likely authorized and empowered to do such acts and things as are necessary and proper to carry out the purpose of the foregoing resolution.

**ENTRIES CLOSED FOR FIRST TRACK HANDICAP**

(Continued from Page One)

A feature of the meet to be held on January 29th will be the Winter Alumni Polo Relay. In this relay Pennsylvania's track team will compete with an Alumni team comprised of men who won the present intercollegiate record for the event. The meet was further announced by Manager Bachrach, that the Franklin mile and the Varsity two mile relay teams will also compete in the Boston A. M. Meet against Harvard in next week.

---

**NOTICES**

Indoor Track—All trackmen report at Franklin Field every afternoon at time

Brookes—Church Sec. Dockers issues call for applicants to the 145-pound class. All men from 145 to 150 pounds are eligible.

---

**ARThUR LAWS**

228 N. 40th St.

Ball Phone

Under Management of Schneider Bros.

WHEN YOU CAN'T SEE DAD SEE DAVE BROOKS

Money Loan Office

314 Woodland Ave.

Branch Office—1722 Market Street

Open 10 to 10 A.M.

---

**AOUsnic Tailors**

At the Students Store with Clarence F. Frank in Charge.

Bender, Oll & Franks

107 CHESTNUT STREET

---

**Mac Donald & Campbell**

LEADING MANUFACTURERS OF YOUNG MEN'S 4 PIECE SUITS

3344 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA

---

**It's A Bear!**

Things just as you desire them. You will find it easy to remember that you are dealing at moderate cost if you deal at the right place.

Sine & Top Coat $35.00 and upward

JACOB REED'S SONS

1484-6 CHESTNUT ST.

PHILADELPHIA

---

**Co Good Appearance is readily attained at moderate cost if you deal at the right place.**

Sine & Top Coat $35.00 and upward

JACOB REED'S SONS

1484-6 CHESTNUT ST.

PHILADELPHIA

---

**Seniors Offered Many Placement Advantages**

(Continued from Page One)

90 Mechanical or Civil Engineer in work on outside, hoping buildings Permanent work; good chance for advancement. Application to start by first.

92 Broadcast as redman for outdoor Atlantic Pennsylvania.

RED AND BLUE PENGINS

MEET PRINCETON TODAY

(Continued from Page One)

Hockey and Basketball. In the Warren match the following men will take the water: Captains Moore, Jordan, Mau-dry, Bergman, Luttmann, Stewart, Ebn-

---

**Jo E. Newman, Jr.**

OPTICIANS

1917 CHESTNUT STREET

---

**Princeton Five Leads Intercollegiate League**

(Continued from Page One)

In the second division Columbia, Cornell, and Yale are holding their own. The East and West have not been able to land its last season's stride, while Yale seems likely to fix any good scorer. Very little is known as to the quality of outside court players for they have only played once gone in the league.

---

**LEARN TO SMOKE!**

**GOOD LUCK**

**HOLD YOUR MOUTH**

**LOOK IT GOOD**

**SAY IT GOOD**

**SMOKE IT GOOD**

**GRANGER ROUGH CUT**

RUGS AND CARPETS

Floor Covering Exclusively

Second Hand

you will find it here.

---

**Do You Read The Girard Letter?**

If you are interested in Philadelphia's historic past, in its present condition and in national or international questions of the day, you should enjoy reading The Girard Letter regularly.

The Girard Letter is published weekly, making the time and effort of the reader of the name of anyone desiring to receive The Girard Letter.

**GIRARD TRUST COMPANY**

Broad & Chestnut Sts, Philadelphia

---

**The Girard Trust Company**

Broad & Chestnut Sts, Philadelphia

---

**Committee Approves Council's Financial Plan**

(Continued from Page One)

versely be and they are likely authorized and empowered to do such acts and things as are necessary and proper to carry out the purpose of the foregoing resolution.

**Entries Closed for First Track Handicap**

(Continued from Page One)

A feature of the meet to be held on January 29th will be the Winter Alumni Polo Relay. In this relay Pennsylvania's track team will compete with an Alumni team comprised of men who won the present intercollegiate record for the event. The meet was further announced by Manager Bachrach, that the Franklin mile and the Varsity two mile relay teams will also compete in the Boston A. M. Meet against Harvard in next week.